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H. ICLevin
AtImst 1976

Equality of Educational Opportunity in Western Europe

I -- INTRODUCTION

The role of,edation in creating a just. and productive. ociety

is very much
f

tepic of controversy today. On the one side are those

who see the ectuational system. as that institution of modern society:
1

which developssorts, end selects persons according to their produCtive::,

proficieficies'to fill the hierarchical positions of modern, large -scale

bureaucratic organizations in a rational and.meritocritic manner ( Inkeles

1975; Bell 1973). These spokesmen also believe that the schools are the

most important socialization influence in preparing menJor modern

institutions,- generally (Inkeles and Smith 1974). On the other-side are

those who seethe schools as agencies for reproducifigihe,isociaiorelations

of production for monopoly capitalism and its supportive statestrUctures

Bowles and GintiS 1976;:Alihusser 1971). In their view the schools serve

the role of preparing wage -lahor.for.capitalist enterprise with its
. ,

artendadt needs for docile and disciplined workers who are sociafized

and certified for parCicularplaces in the work hierarchy. with In

.
. r .

:

awareness only of their indiVidual relations to the enterprise rather
.

..

.
.

than of solidarity with other workers as a class.
.. .,

Both groups probably agree with the description by Bow s:

The school is a bureaucratic or4er yid* hierarchical thority,
rule-orientation, stratificatidligdf 'ability' (Crack g) as well
as by age, role differentiaCion by. sex (physical edup tion, home,
economics, shop) and a system of external incentives (marks,
promise of promotion and threat of failure) much lik pay and
status in the sphere of work (Bowles 1973:352).

Ati
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But- the.former group interpret this function of the schools as necessary

-for preparing the young for modern, large-scale prodUction4nd its

technological-relations, while the latter group views this preparation

as an essential ingredient for the domination of capitalist enterprise

over a fragmented work. force that is .socialized to woriridtehaiForni

profits and capital accumulation for a ruling class while relairatier".

unaware of the inherent'exploitation as'well Akita Own potential class

power in'oVerthrowing the procesi (Bowles and Gintis 1976). While- .other

importantyersions of the role-of the: school exist (Jencks 1972; Illich

1970), the poles of the present debate are represented.by thefunction

alists who see schooling as the essential ina tution-fOr preparing

;competent members of,a. modern; rational, efficientand meritocratic
. ,

society and the Marxists who see schooling gs_one.of the most Important

instruments of the state for supporting the capitalist hegemonrover the
n

worker.

It is very clear thitthepopular rhetoric and ideology'of;modern
. .

governments-in the United States, Western Europe,eand much.of the rest

of the world,is.predominantly sympatheticsoith the meritocratic vision..

'Throughout the world constitutions, laws, and declarations of"human rights

declare a national commitment to equality' ofopportunity (1.-gualdad de

oportunidad, egalite deschances, Chancengleichheit), and irariibly this

notion isfurther-re9red to equality of educational opportunity. To

the degree that philosophers' are cited on the relation between eduCation

and equal opportunity, theyare theubiquitoutendLoptimistic qtiotes of

, k

s
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.perilous s Horace Mann.4(Cremin 1957) -and John Dewey ('1916) rather

:e 1
,

7 ,o . . . .

than those w;osaw education as 4 means of, creating A modern ,'irictustrially`

based, se f inequalities to replace the traditidnal Unequal, social
e.
' 'i , istructu Typically, a discuision of equality of opporturiiEy :begins "r

with the quoteby Hann: l'iducaition...prevents being` poor .(A. Mann 1968:11).6:

But just to remind us that not all visions 'of the role of schools were:

ones of equality; it is Useful to:cite T. 'Malthus and his advocady

a national system of schooling.in his famous' entry' on pcipu" lation; writi.ten
I.

in 17981
' '

The establishment of a more ..extensive spited of'natiOnal education
has neither the advantage. of _noyelty with some,: nor" its .disadvantaget
with-others, to recomicend _it. The practical goodeffects of educaticin
have-lang been.experienced-id Scotland; and almost everi, persov who
has 'been placed in.a situation to judge, ;has7giveri his testimony; that
education appears to have a-considerable effect the preVention
of Crimes, and the promotion of indtistry,s '
Among .the higher and-middle classes of society, "the *effeLt -of t4iiii. ...t.r.

knowledge will, I hope, be to direct:without relaxing their efrfortnE .:
in bettering the condition of the poor c to show them whatheY..casi.'salat.
they cannot.ao; and that.,,althoUgh much may be chine by ad ictand".
instruction;.by encouraging hahits"of Prudence .and'eleanlintAA, by
discriminate; charity, and by .any mode of bettering the present condition .
of the poor which. is followed by'ap increase of, the preventive. check;
yet that, without this last effect, all the former efforts would be.'
futile and that, ...iii any old and well-peopled state, to assist the.-
poor in such a Manner 'ass to enable them to marry asearly.as they'...,,..
please, and rear up large families,. is a physical impossibility: This
knowledge, by tending to prevent -the_ rich frail 'destroying the good
effects of their Ofgksexertions; and wasting their efforts in a direction
where success is unattainable, would confine-their attention to the
proper objects, and thus enable them toilo.more4iod. 'tt , .

... .
.

.
.

Among the poor themselyes,A.Es.effectsitwould be still more important.'
That the principal and-tost permanent' cause of poverty has little' or
no direct relation to forts of zovernment,:or the"unequal diiision of"

;laproperty; and t vt, as thediCh do 1:1 o t in reality posseas the power
of finding emp yment and intenance .for the poor, the poor cannot,.
in the nature -of things, pdsseas the right to demand them; are important./
truths flowin$f the principle -Of populitip, which,when prOperly
explained, wouai by no mean etbove the moat ordinary com ehensions.,. .

i



Abd it is.evident,that evefy=man in the lower clissts of society
whdbeceme acquainted with these truths, would be disposed to bear
the distresses in -which, he might be involved with mare patience;,

'would feel less discontent and irritationat the-government and
the higher classeSol society,,, on account of his poverty; and would
be on all.occasions less disgesed to-insubordination and turbulence,
and if he-reeived assistance, either from Any Public-institution or

".< from the ,hand of private Charity, ile.mould receive it with more
-.'thankfuthesa, and.mOre justty appreciate its value (emphasis in

drigiaalT/TlipMilthue 1960: pp. 590-5§i).

That the words of Malthuv'on advocating.a national system-Of education

hive all but been forgotten and'ihosi of Rorace Mann and John Dewey are:.
. .

cited:again and, again might'verY'well be a "wish-fulfiliment". on our part

'in that it It.certainly more comforting' for'ds:ic;k:hink of schools as the

, ..
'agents of justice and development-of human potential than as agents for

i

.preparing the.yonNg fOr the inequalitie# of the productive structure and

.0f.life'itaelf. In thi pap, rI will attempt a review of- the equality ofN.
..

educational opPortunitY persp ctive_for Western Europe. In principle, thid ,

. .

,. __

on.
is a formidable task which should occupy several volumes. First,,the meaning

of the term equality.of.education41 opportunity requires both philosophical
, .

and.pperatidnal analysis. Second, the. collectidn and analysis of data.for-well
..

..

:'. over a dozen countries is. a herculean undertaking in itself. Finally, the

interpretation of data necessitates an extensive discussion of competing

` hypotheses on-the relations between the datribution of educational attainments

.

and.the distributions of income and'other outcomes as well.-adHan-effecatve'

integration of this discussion with the'data analysis.. t cn thc

The goals of this paper are farMore. modest. First, we will suggeston

some standards for considering equality ofeducational. opportunity:' .Second,

we will attempt to:ascertain what existing dat4 .tell us about the attainment

.6f-these standards, Finally, we will sumiarize our fi.ndings.j and their,.

-
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.consequences.. Although we are handicapped sev n atfeMpting to-

4.. ,
summarizes -comp.lei) phenomenon for.a large number of:tatuitries. rathe

. than Concentrating on a single nation in much greater; detail weire .alrj
,'

also aided by4he extensive work onIthiasubject.of T.,-HuSen (102, 1974

and'1075).; Bouddh'(1913),.Anderson11961WBOurdieu(1966), Glass. (1954),
s !si;

and:.4111960 and 19155 as Vellas:the very substantilai.data resources'

of the:Org4nzation for. European Cooperation and Development (OECD).nd

its recent,tWo volume work On Education, Inequality and Life ChanceS (1975).
.

However, the ndiber of.cOuntries and"potential aspects that could be treated'

is so great.relative,to that which can be covered within' the scope of.thts'.

. :

paper, that the presentation will 'necessarily Ladk the depth required for

a complete analysis of any,spicific phenomenon or country. Accordingly,
. ..

. . ...
.. .

. . ...

we have-attempted to provide abundant references:to source materials, fora
.

. .
. .. . .- . . -,. -, -CI.' .: ' .r' !. 't .drit_.1-

those readers who are inspired to pursue a more intensive, investigdtion.
,.!. ' '..1

.

II -; STANDARDS AND MEASURES FOR ASSESSING EQUALITY OF EDDCATIONAE.OtTORTUNTTY
e t,

. . ,

One 4f the-major reasone that there is so much disagreement an4,Mis7

understanding.about Ohether equality_of educational opportunity exisis'or is
.

improving
.

or deteriorating is the fact -that many different tacit Standards'

1
are imposed on the use of this, equality criterion. In general, there-have

been four classes of criteria that have beeneused to examine this.issue:
-

(1) equal.access to the educational system; (2) equal participation'In the

educational system; (a):equal educational results;-and (4) equal educationa

effects on life chances..- Coleman (196 &) has argued. that the-different

interpretations .have riset as a result of historical evolution where.initia117.

the focus tsias;:only on the preparation of persons to have opportunities in

O



the expandinrindUstriskor modern sector,of the society; but the failure

of this standard toprovide more.equal results by race and social. Class

has created,a progressive legallan'diocial transformation of the standard
4

.

toward equality of life outcome*.

Before-reviewing the'dature of 'the diffeient.criteria, it is important ,*

to note an important assumption, that underlies all of them. They presume
.

, .

that relatively large inequalities in capitalist societies are inevitableT.
by the nature of prOduction'withitemphasis on the hierarchical .division

of labor as well as by the-requirements for attracting scarce talent into

their- most socially productive endeavors. That such inequalities are intrinsic

to the capitalist system is beyond question. As one of the leading spokesman

for the so-called economic liberal view has asserted: ...a capitalist

system involving payment in accordance with product can be,and in practice

is, characterizedby considerable inequality of income and wealth (Friedman

1962:168). The issue of equality of educational opportunity is then based

upon the degree to whiCh the educational system can develop and identify

talents which can then be allocated to the productive hierarchy through a

System of.labor markets where each worker will receive .a reward commensurate

with his.. contribution to output. -Of Course, all of this is based upon a

- nineteenbh century version of kiissez-faire capitalism where the coMpetition

of the marketplace prevails, and it ignoret-the historic tendency towards

monopoly capitalism where relatively few economic entities dominate the

markets for i'roducts, services, and purchase of of production with

the tacit or explicit support of theNState (Baran a41 Sweezy 1966; Edwards,

Reich,' and .Weisskopf 1972; Poulantzas 1973)-.

So; eqUality,of educational'opportunity is viewed, essentially as a

8



version of social mobility where the educational tyltem will keep access

open to positions in the productive hierarchy by assuring that all talent.

41-

will be. developed and identified and allocated according to merittrather

than criteria of social origin, sex, race; or other "irrational" bases.

As .a result, none of the different-definitions of equality.of.educational
.

opportunity are premised on eliminating inequalities, althOugh some suggest
4

a. reduction in inequalities as the productivities Of:persons ht the lower

end of the. spectrum are taisedikto a greater extent than those at the upper

end, initearlthe concept of equality of educational opportunity in a

. .

capitalist society refers. to reduCing or eliminating the connection.between

the social circumstances of birth and those of adulthood by making. access to

the existing inequalities a strict function of perityather than social:

status, family ties, and so on (Miller 1975). Of course, such a goal must

necessarily assume that merit is not. intrinsically a'function of class or

social origin as has been. suggested by some of Elie recent literature On.-

the "hereditary meritocracy, "'of IQ (Young 1958; Jensen 1969; Hernnstein

1963). In this context, both .the' heritability and productive -Significance

of such measures as IQ' have been strongly challenged (Fannin 1974; Bowles

and Gintis 1976; Chap, 4): But, virtually' all \f the views- have presumed.

that eqUalitY of. educational OpportunitY is attained when representative

members of different races, sexes, and. social origins have the same choice,

of occupational positions, work roles, incomes, and other adUlt Apernativea.

Summarizing-. economic historian it: Ii.-Tawney, this conceptionimeant:
. a

%
, .

If extreme inequality was the final consequence, that.result merely
meant that.men's capacities were iineqUal. Instead of the class:into
whichheyas.born determining, as. in.the.past,.theposition Ofthe
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individual, the-quality of the individual determi6ed his position,.
and thereforehis Class: Refined add.sublimated by the wholeSoMe
acid of .free competition, the word "class" itself was purged of
the. invidious' sSociations which formerly had clung to it....

A society' marked disparities of wealth an&power might-
7 properly, nevertheless -be described as classless,' sinceit was
open to each man to become wealthy and powerful (Tawny 1931:137-138).

(1) Equal Access to the Educational System

The simplest standard of equal educational opportunity addresas

itsel,f to equalitylof access to thp.educational,system.. Coleman has "`'"

suggested that this notion is based upon: "providing a free education

z given level Ohich.Constituted the prinCipaLentry point to the labor

fo.ce; providing a, common curriculum forallchildren, .regardless ofl
r ) :-

- , )

background; and providing that children from diverse backgrounds attend
' 4

the same school(Ooleman 1968:11): Presuinably, theprincipal of equal.

access is satisfied through the provision of
\
educational facilities of a

similar nature for.all students at least up to the age of labor market

entry. At that age further participatibn would be based upon preiiious.

performance as well as occupational intent. Thus, even if the higher

levels of education were more restrictive, they ceRld still be equally

accessible to students with similar academic performances and intentions.

Of 'course, such a standard presumes that there are no social_class-related

factors which might inhibit the performance of students from lower class

origins or prevent such children from taking advantage of educational

offerings.

In examining the standard of, equal access to education, it is. important
4

to note the structure Of Western European education. Bearing in mind the

dangers in generalizing for some twenty countries, it is still accurate to.
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describe virtually all of the countries operatingawhatausen (1975:109112)
;

.

has called a "dual system" consisting of a pUblic and free 'system of

primaryejucation for ali.childr;en'up to Age 12-14 or so-and a selective.-
1

system of secondary. schools that would,prepare students who continued for
* .

,

lawer.level careers among vocational schooli or for'entranee to the.

university for the academic ones (gymnasium orlycee). Of course, a

large amber of students have not continued beyond the compulsory schooling

period. In recent years there have been attempts to provide comprehensiVe

secondary schools that would encompaSs both vocational and academic studies.
4

:-as well ad td- increase, the mandatory period of attendance to providesome

Irelnsecondary schooling.for all youngsters.

Table One shows the compulsory schooling'ages and proportions of the

population age 7-14 who are attending schools for the European members of
v.

the OECD as well as4or the United States. several.of the-tables that

follow, the.U. S. data will be shown for puriosea of compatison. Fo'r mo
f

Si
-

/

of the countries the compulsory schooling period begins at the age of or 7,

and extends until the age of 14-16. Bearing in mind that the data sh uld

be considefed as only rough indicators rather than precise measures ecause'

of the differences from country.to &matty in measurement and accosting

methods, it appears that virtually all countries ha,re.been largel
i

successful in enrolling the preponderant portions. of their 7=147ge,troUps.
. ,

. -.': ,
,

.

In general-, the Mediterranean (wi,ehthe exception of France)-axe
. .

,

the only.ones that have not shown shiest complete schooling c9 rate among
. .

7-14 year olds in recent years.

7-

This is not to say:that schooling opportunities are id otical for all

11 ,
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Compulsory Schooling Ages .. PuilEirae, Students as
-1974

. -Pe;centage,of Populition--'
7 - 14 Years 'of Age

Begins at Terminates. at
Age Age

AUstria -6

Belgium.

'Denmark , 7

Finland

jranmt Whichever 6-,
Germany (14-.). 64.:

centre zed sys
Greece 571/2

IceleraPt 4:7

Irela,_481 f:

Italy .

15-

14

,15-16

/16

16.

15

11-1/2

15

.- 14

15

15

14

14

16

14-16

12

,16.
15 ."

6

Luxembourg . 6 --

Netherlands

Norway

Portugal

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Turkey

U.K.

Yugoslavia

U.S.A.

Table One. -

Source..--

6

7
7

7

677

.7

5

7

16

. .

Year
e

1969.-

1966 qs.o

1970 98.1 ,

1967 . 9,9V
1970

'1969 98.0

1969 ,

1970. X37. o tie

1971 97:6

1966
.7e..3t

1970 93;8

'1970

1970 99.0

1.970 89,0'

1970

..1972 rk-,7 99: 1

1970 .)444urc:.
1968.'

1979.

1968

.76.4.

85.9

1970 99.0

Compulsory :Schooling Ages ,of Wester* European' Countries and U.S.7
-1974, and Fulltime Students is PropOrtton Populaiion, Age 7-14.

4

CD Educational Statistics YearboOk Vol. 1 (1974), pp. ,12 61 28.-
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children. The national systeMs differ £rom the highly centrilized:FrenCh
. .

edUcational system to the much more deCentralized:ones of WestGermanyand the

United Kingdom. It is said that the French' schools are said to be so'highly

centralized that at any time of the day the French minister of education can

turnto the appropriate page of the appropriate textbook and. know that across

.
-the nation la both cities and hamlets, all children in a particular grade

arareCitin/ithe first;paragraph-or working on m4ltiplication oicarrying
f. .

.

out whichever task is prescilrea for that page.. But, even in such i highly..
:

centralized system there are likely to be differences in the types of teachers

that one can attract to Piris and the major cities on the one hand and to the
A

tray provinces on the other as well as in the social class orientations of
..

schools (kist 1970), Accordingly, the high etroIlmenti at the lowest

educational levels do t guarantee that all children are receiving the'

410/1P
. , :,.

same education or t same opportunities to continue beyond the post
. .

1,,
2

compulsory period. :-A

___.Up-untiL quite recently, movement into the. secondary phase required
6

passing an examination or fulfillingsome other type of 'selection procedure

3 T.J1-

inmost Western European countries. Thus; a very early examination,

sometimes as early as at 10 years of age, would deterMine the educational

,

future, and by implication, the occupational future 01 each child. Various

structural reforms in countries like England, France, Belgium, Germany,

Sweden, and other nations have modified this pattern by setting out compre-

hensive secondaky schools in which -- in theory -- students.would have a

choice of curricula with the ultimate selection of specialization based upon10

actual attainments in the secondary school. It is believed that such reforms

would give filingsterq a longer period and greater choices with which to
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develop their talents as well as eliminating the social stratification

that isiso obvious in the early selection and separation of the academic

versus nonacademic student. Whether these reformi have been succeisful

in achieving' thete,goals is problematit, and it his probably too early to
4.

be sure since in many cases the transition to comprehensive. schools. is

.proceeding slowly. It is interesting to note that Husen (1973)..has:found

that.the.top students in countries with comprehensive educational sytetos

perform about as -well as comparable spident populations ih countries with .

4
-very selective ones.

c

Table Two shOWs the full-time enrollment retea-kor children 15-18for.
.

. ;
\

the OECD European countries. Clearryi there are drastic reductions in

the proportions of children who continue beyong the compulsory period.

During the period'iurveyed, relativelY-few countries showed as -many as

even half of. their 15.18 Aar olds:in school. Of courte, this finding is

-not necessarily'iaConsiiient Withthe.equality of access staiidard if the

reducti in participation ,are. based pUrelycnomerit" rather tharc/on

factors of social cladssex, or race, .Thisis a matter that we will look.

into when we review the setocd_tandard, equality of-educational.partici-.
,

.patibom.

Again, the policies for admission to post-secondary educational'

." opportunities vary frtim country 'to-country. But, in general, they have
4

operated as follows. Graduates of the academic secondary schools or

general secondary schools have been admitted directly to the. university,

although some countries have required entrance examinations as 'well.

t
(Pellegrin 104). Examinations have also been required. for The most
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Austria

Belgiu1n

Denmark-

Finland

France

Germany (W.)

Greece

Iceland

Ireland

Italy

Luxembourg.

Netherlands

Norway

Portugal

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Turkey

U.K.

Yugoslaiia

U.S.A.

P4Cent,:of opulation. at Each Age.
4nrOiled at ginning of Academici Year"

Age el 7
\.

Year 15 16- ' 17 18 15-18

1969 54.8 32.6 23.6 16.4 31.9

1966 '75.1 61.3 47.0 33:2 54.2

1970 85.2 66.8 31.8 23.2 1 51.7

1967 (59.2) 51..9 43.5 35.2 47.4

1970 80.5 62.6 45.1 29.1 54.3

1969. 54.9 30.8 20.4 15:7 30.5

1969 - 56.8 49.1 45.8 264 44.7

No data:

1971 70.7 55.1 39,4 20.6 47.0

1966 42.1 33.6 '27.4 20.2 30.8

1'70 56.6 40.5 30.2 22.4 37.4

1970 79.7 60.6 41.5 28.4 52.5_

1970 94.2 74.6 59.8 46.5 68.9

1970 30.1 25.4 22.0 20.4 24.5

1970 35.0 29.6 22.8 19.0 26.7

1972 . 96.7 74.P 60.8 4p.8 68.1

1970 95.9 66.7 54.8 32.8 '62.6

1968 No data (21.1)

1970 73.0 41.5 26.2 17.6 39.4'

1968 No data
,,

(36.6)
1:or

1970 97.7 -93.5 86.2 .53.8 82.9

Source: OECD00Educational Statistics Yearbook, Vol. 1. (1974), p. 29. Figures
in parentheses are estimates.

Table Two -- Fulltime Enrollment Rates for'Children, 15-18.

Op,
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selective institutions and/or the most selective careers of study. within
.

universities.. Graduates of the.nongetera4 acadeinic secondary-school:1i

have traditionally been el4gible only for entrance td so-called "short-
\

cycle" higher education oriented.towards preparation for a ,specific

career (Pellegrin 1974). In recent year's these distinctions have.begun

to erode with the admission of the latter to the university by special

examination Or by other procedutes, but it has been argued that the change
f

in procedures has been more theoretical than actUal-(Pellegrit 197489).

Particularly, since thestudent movements of 1968, there. has been pressure

with at least sable success in expanding university enrollments in the

Eurapean universities to encompass a larger variety of backgrounds
. .

Table Three shows the. estibate of annual entry to higher education

of'all types as a percentage of the relevant age group in 1970. It most
.

cases less than one-quarter of the appropriate age'group was entering,

higher eduCation in comparison with almost. half of the relevant population.

in the U.S. Since 1970 these figures-have probablyrisedsubstantially,

but comparative data are not readily available-.

.Thus.far.we have seen that the educational systems of Western Euiope-
.

are characterized by almost complete etrollments'of youngsters during'

\
the compulsory schooling period; about halfof the.appropriate age group

lb

during the noncompulsory secondary schooling phase; ajnd about one-quarter

of. the relevant age group entering. the post- second educational cyCle.

Of course, there are large variances. from Country- ocountry. Whether

this pattern is consistent with the equal access standard is not. ascertainable

16
$



Austria

ZelgiuM

Denmark.

Finland

Fran Ce

GeiMany .(W.)

Italy

Netherlands

Norway

portugai.

Sweden

Turkey 1

Yugoslavia

ted.Ratio of, New 'Entrants .

ropriate Po illation (percentage)

16.0.

(28.5)

26.0

18.1

(22.4)

15.8

24.1

18.3

27.5

(6.6)

.,. (18.1)

(37.6)

5.1

20.6

29.1

U.S.A. 46.5

Table Three -- Annual Entiy to Higher Education as a Percentage of Relevant
Age Group in 1970. ,

Source: OECD, Educational Statistics Yearbook, Vol. 1 (1974), p. 40.
..Figures in parentheses are estimates.

A
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from these data, hut-there is good reason to believethat children.fro&-

se

lower social class origpins are less able to take advantage-of "equal

accessibility" provisions than are children from higher social claws.'

backgrounds. Differences in family income, class culthre,

,forcement, and other- factors ate likely to differ so substantially, that

.Tawny has .viewed such a cOnceptioaof equality. of educational opportunity ..

as a "fraud" much, like "...the impertinent courtesy of an iniiitati:i6 -'"
offered to unwelcome guests',, in the certainty that circumstances will

,

prevent them Erom accepting." (Cited in Huten 1975:38.) tInfact, the

class - related inequalities in educational experiences and outcomes_have
At

Suggested that the examination of ex7postresults rather than ex-ante,

provisions are a more useful appr h to examining equality of educational

opportunity- (Coleman 1968):

(2) _Etlualitv of Educational Participation

One measure of educational results is that of the actual educational

participation among groups dr from different social origins, while another

is'the equality of educational results in terms.of what is accomplished in-
.

11

the educational system. Equal educational participation is viegtd as the

equal probability of representatpe.persons fiom diffetenteoci:al'origins.
.

achieving the same amount of educational participation in-both a qualitative'

and.quantitative sense.- It is.this.standard that will be eviewed here,

.

while the concept of. equality. of edUCational results will be consisered

subsequently.

There are two types of barrierswhich can operate to educe

. .

educational participation of children from lower class or

to those from higher ones. These are (1.) barriers external to the school an

ns relative

18
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.
4

. (2) those within the school struCture. The former imalude such factors
.

.
. .

i

:-.
.

.
.

-

as. family expectations-And limited income'where'the lower -class fatily
. . .

may have lower expectations .for its children with respect to.education,
. . c . .. -

land limited income restricts the-provision offunds for books, clOthing,

tuition fharges for special tourses or for examination preparation as well.

support
v

as-making it more necessary for youngsters to provide financial.t
$

for the family. In addition, the intellectual stimulati n that. reinforces
.

. :

the 3chooling'experience JOexperience is less likely 13, be Present: the family from

lower social origins than in their more highly edutat d and wealthier

'counterparts. These factors have been reviewed e where (Husen 1975:'

Chap. 6; Levin 1973), and they-represent a prim= base for Tawney's

skepticism: "As though opportunities for tale t.to rise could: be equalized

in a society where the circumstances surroundi g it from-birth are them-

selves unequal (Tawney 1931:142).

The second type ofbarrier is.that created by the structure and

-operations of the educational system itself. In an excellent discussion

oirthese obstacles, Husen (1975):divides.them into'four Classes:-

(1) In the selection of students for academic secondary
education or for institutions. of higher learning.'

(2). In the-screening in terms of grade-repeating and drop-out
that .takes place during a given 8 age.

(3). In grouping practices, ch:aa streaming" or "tracking"
that tend:to bias.against s nt with-a particular
background,

,

(4) In curriculum practices that prevent the promotion of
certain types of.talent or students with certain back-
grounds (Husen 1975:119).

To thesgone might add the systematic differences in edlcational resources.
Q



that one might find beiwelnschools enrolling students of different social

classes such that better.teacherS; facilities, and other educational

resources are available to ,childien.from higher social class origins.

Since Husen reviews (1975: Chap. 5) such barriers in both a theoretical

and empirical context, we will .not discuss them further other than to

mention that both educational structures and social class influences that(

are external-to the school.appear to systematically induce higher educe-

t.

tionalparticipation among persons Of higher social classes.

Reviews of studies of educational participation for Britain, West
-

Germany, Etance,.Holland, Denmark, and Sweden show a direct relation
.

between such measures of social class origin as father's occupation ancL

the amount of and trpe of education that a student receives (Hnsen 1975:

Chap, 4). Extensive recent studies on theSubject for Britain (Halsey
, - I

1975), Spain (Diea, et al., 1975), Germany Waft and Fuchs 1975), and

rFrance (Boudon 1973;- Eicher and Mingat1975), FMgerlind (1973) and Holland

.(Peqchar 1975) are consistent with these reviews as well awith such earlier

. studies as those of Glass (1954) and Floud (1956). All of-these investiga-

tions suggest that the advantages bestowed upon a person by social class

origia or'sex are important determinants of howmuch education as well as
,

the.type of educationcreceived by a person. Moreover. even when one removes

the effect of measuredintellectual differences -- which in themselves are

partly a result of social clast'influences thepartiCiPatiOn rates of

persons with similaracademic ratings are lower,forperSons from working

class. families than from middle class or upper class ones.

-A summary,of inequalities in participation is found in Table four
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which shows estimates of relative chances of students from different

class origins in gaining access'to higher. education. The lack of

availability:of a uniform data set among countries suggests caution in

'makingA3recise inter-country comparissons, although large- ifferences am6ng,

countries are probably indicative of large underlying differences in access.

.0n the basis of these estimates it appears that 1r was about five times as

likely for an upperclass youth as a-lower class one to enter the higher

educational segmeht inirelativelyegalitarian yugoslavia in 1960, while in

Porthgal the likelihood was 125:1. Between these two extremes area a wide
.

range of ratios, but the overall.. interpretation i4-that 4,chiid'of a

professiOnal.Or manager had an overwhelmingly greater probability of

reaching the higher educational level than did the child of a worker, even

in such countries that are known for their attempts at improving educational

equity such as Sweden which showed a -26:1 ratio in favor of the more

advantaged youth.

?

countries anO years &If which such information was' available. In most cases

fable tour also showslmOrericentdata on theseratioa for the

4
. .

the probability of access of youth froq lower social .origins has improVed'

in Comparison with their more advantaged counterparts, anein some cases

the improvements are rather drastic. Of counsA,:the'relative-disadvantage

of the lower clay erson in gainilp access to higher education is still

rather large accor ing to these later data, and the."true" disadvantage is

likely to be- greater if one takes account of the qualitatiVe differences in

oppOrtunities.,.

,4!wIr.!

Just.as the United States has expanded its higher edhcational offerings



Atistria

Belgium

Denmark

Finland

France

Germany

Greece

Ireland

Italy.

Luxembourg

Netherlands

Norway

Portugal

Spain

Sweden

Nitzerland

U.K.

Yugoslavia'
%

U.S.
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Atio Chancis: of Access to Higher Educiiion,for Child

from Working ClaspBackground,,torOne,irom Professibnal or

M4aageriai Background.

About1960 Later,Period

Year
M.11INN

n.,.
a . s

:-

f

7:1

9 :1

1966
I

n. .

8 :1

a.a. 1969 , 7:1

83:1 1968 18:1'
41:1 1970 15\:1

8:1 1970 3 :1

21 :1. n.a.

36: 1 , 1967 18:1
72:1 1972 28:1

56 :1. '11970 27:1 ,

7:1

125; 1

1970,

-n.a.

711

66;1 1970 25 :1

26:1 n.a.

20: 1 n.a..

8:1 1971 2 :1

5: 1 . 1969 3:.,1

..
yi

8:1 1969 , 3:1
t

. 0 ,

,
Table Four - Estimates of.Ratio of Chances of Access to Higher EduCitiom far Child from Working Class

Background Relative,to One from Professional or Manageiial Background' .-:

Source: OECD, Education, Inequality, and Life Chances (Paris: OECD,7, 1975), p 168. # ,, 4"-N

1 2.

-..i.

The lack of comparability among data available for different countries suggests. greatt aution in intercountry

compirisops. Reader Should not cite, these results. without reviewing-Ibid., pp: 176481 for definitions and

methodology.

1

r
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primarily through the lower -cost community colleges (Karabel 1972; Bowles-
.

& Gint is Chap., 8; Clark '1960), the countries of Western 'Europe ha4e :opened

new institutions o a relatively less rigorOus-nature to absorb the
.

. .

increases of secondary school graduates who are seeking. participation is

.higher-education. Such eXpansion has taken place Zn.new_Anstituteh:as well

as in correspondence and television universities such as the,Open
.

. ,

versity In Great Britain. Eventhe expansion .of sUchtraditional

universities as the 'University of Paris or Madrid-An the ixmA, oindp

,
. .has been characterized by enrollment increases that have far exceeded,

resource increases; with a resultant depreciation of the higher educational

opportunitiesthat are Offered;,..That ia, while a large portion of the

children:frOmupper'cliSs backgrounds are.attending the most prestigious

institutions,andtheoloseprestigious schools within those Institutions,4 '
the absorption, of the lower class

low cost expansion of triditionalr.

student. has occurred primarily. thr'ugh

1
s , a. r)

institutions -ar the establishment of
. ,

lower.. cost, non- traditional alternatives., (Pellegrin 1974:80-81).

.

In addition, to the summary data. on participation in.-higher education..

by social nisei, information is also available on the relative participation
4

of'woten. Table five shOws female enrollments in higher. education

percen age of totat enrollment in higher education are Shown as well as the

. most,prest ous component, university enrollments.. Comparisoni are shown

:for both catego es for.1960,1965, and 1970. With the exception of

Finland, Portuga14.and perhaps France (for which we lack.recent-data), only

about one-fifth.to one-thira-ofthe students at this level are female.

While some countries have made Important gaids toward' a more equal level

of participation between the sexes, others show a surprisingly Static
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Austria
Belgium

Denmaik

Finland

?Tame

Germany

Ireland

Italy

Luxembourg

Netherlands

Norway

Portugal

Spain :

Sweden

Tdrkey

N.K.;

.Yugoslavia

1

.

Na

23.9

26.3

30:5

46,5

37.1'

17.1

25.1

n.k.

26.8

9.1,

24.9

)1.a.

29.5

n.a.

n,a.

19.9

n.a,

28,8

T6tal/

.i2.

1970. 1965
i

24,3 °- ,, 28.6

.
34.A_ n.a.

.
'34.10 .36.4

50.7 .. 48.6,f

40.3, ' iiia.

18.0 24.1

31.8 30.4

29 .5 n.a;

'3209 38.5

20.0 430.3)

'25.,,2 27.5

39.2 r 37.6

137,5 44.7

28.1 28.8

n.a. -_ n.a.

.
22.0 19.7

30.E 34.0

33.4 39.5'

1960

23.1

.19.2

24.3'

46.9

39.7

20.8

, 23.0

n:a.

26.2

, 12.5

17.9

n.a.

3i.0

n.a.

13.5

17.4

0..a.

n.a,

EILISEILti

1965 .4,

23.9 ,

25.7
l

-

30.2

49.0

41.4

'22.5

30.5

28.1

32.5

' 20.0

18.0

23.8

40.2

21.1

n.a.

22.8

25.6

29.5

1970

24.8
0.

24.8

n,a

314

47,6

n.a.

29.6

31.4

n.a.

I 38.3"

i (30:5)

19.6

28.6

47.9

26.4

37.2

19.9

27.3

, 37,0

Table Five -- Female Enrollment' iedgher Education as Percentage of Total Enrollment in Higher Education.

Source: OECD, Educatioial.Seatistics Yearbook, Vol. I (1974), p. 24.
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pattern with little.ortnly a very modest improvement.

In summary, using the standard of equality of educational participation,

all of the evidence suggests massive difference's in equity in favor of youth'

drawnfrom higher social origins and males. .While these differences seem to

be diminishing over time, they are still-rather substantial. Moreover,

there is some reason to belieie that much'of the' improvement in the educa-

tional attainments of youth frmthe lower social classes is deceptiye in that
O

-it is qdalitatively inferior to that of students. fkOm more advantaged back-

grounds.

(3) Equality of Educational-Results

A third standard that might. be used assess. equality of educational

opportunity is that representative members ofeacb sex and.spcial class-

obtain similar educational results fiam,theii-educaiiCnal development for

each year of schooling and 'for'their overalUiducatiOnal'carber., This

standard'suggests,that it i s not just the

important, but its level of effectiveness

t of eduCatidn.thaiis.

oviding those skills, .

Oehaviors, and attitudes which 'will contrilin't to 'a productive adulthood.:

This was the boncept behind the well-known Coleman Report in the U.S. (J.
4

Coleman et.1., 1966; J. Coleman 1967),,and.byI968Coleman asserted that

u...effects of inputs have come: to constitute the basis for assessment of',

school quattEy(and thus equality Of:oPportunity)...(Colemaa 194:pp.

19):"

Of couFse,.we should bear in mind the relation between the 'measure

of educational effects and the' measure of participation. Since many of the

selectron devices for both secondary. and post-secondary education in Westerni.



Europe are predicated. heavily upon academiCSChieveMent,.the student who

shovis better educational results is more likely tO.have'the'optioni to .

. . ....ft

_proceed further and to the most prestigious branchis'of the-educational

system. Thus,, equality of participation and equality. of educational

resultp are closely intertwined.
.

While there mai be. many characteristics of educational developmehi

.that might affect adult productivity, :the only ones that have.been assessed

among countries 'are those of achie4ement.test scores. The Interhational
I.

Educational Education Association (IEA) under the leadership of Torstefi

Husen ofthe University of Stockholm has-undertaken international-studies

Of the determinants of achievement in mathematics,science, reading .;;.

, . .
":"-- ; ., .

comptehensioh, civics, lite4. rature, and foreign languages (Husen 1967, Vols.
.

.

. . .

.

I .611; :-Walker 1976; Passow et al., 1976; Purves 1973; Thorndike/1973;.
... . .

Comber and Keeves,1973). Several of the WesternEuropean countries were

sampled for each of the subjects, and the pattern of results with-respect
4

to social class and achievement is fairly uniform.

In Was found that differences in the socio-mConomic

background of the students as reflected by father's occupation and educe-
.

tion, mother's education, books in'the home, and family size werethe most

important factors that werecstatistiCalli associatedwith.achievement for

411 countries (Thorndike 1975). 'This-pattern waS similar for theWestern
?t*.

European countries thawere included in the sample, although there Was

variance from county to country (Th4*dike.1975: 96).

Table Six shows the mathematics test scores for thirteen-year-olds

in six WesternlEuropean countries in 1965 by the occupation of the father.'

28
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Belgium

England

Frince.

Germany

Netherlands

Scotland

Sweden

Father's Occupation

; 0

Manual Workers Pro sionals,lxeCutivesi

(excettlarming, fishing, r Administrators and High Technical Workers

and forestry)

Mean. Standard Number Mein . Standard. Number

Deviation: I in Sample:Deviation in. Sample.

2744 13.94 1,126 35:22 12.62 241
re.\1.

19.70 16.58 1,763 42.16
.

13:97 172

18.15 11.19 1,780 26.92' 11.08 i 130

23.77 ,11.58 2,037 30.59 10.46. 408

18.85 11.38 595 27.94 13.06 170

20.21 14.86.. 3,583 32.18 15.08 460 ,

14,28 10.08 1,23:7 19.88 11.89 199

14.98 1 11.90 3,033 26.83 13.79 875

Table Sii - &thematics Test Scores for Thirteen-Year-Olds in Six Western.European Countries and U.S., in

1965a by Father's. Occupation.' '"

Source: T. Hush (ed.), International Stud of Achievement in Mathematics, Vol. II. (New York: John Wiley

and Sons, 1967), p.,207. Data for Finland were excluded because of coding errors, Ibid., p. 160

A
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A comparison is made only betwien students whose fathers were in the highest

occupational grouping (professionals, executives, high technical workers,

and administrators) and the lowest .one (manual workers except,farming,-t

fishing, AO -foreStry). Among these countries the students.from'the higher

social backgrounds showed average mathematics scores that were from one half

of a standard deviation higher in .the case of Sweden to two standard

deviations higher in the case of-England than their average counterpart

from a working class background.' Most of the differences were about eight-

. ,

i

4

tenths of a standard deviation. Bear in mind that a difference of even a
. I

half of a standard deviation implies that the average student from the

higher social class background had a higher test score than seventy percent .

of the:persons from the lower class origin. A difference of one:standard

deviation implies that the average advantaged child in these samples was.

performing at or above eighty-four percent of the working class students.

/
Moreover, the.more recent results for science, literature, reading,.

and civics. cognitive achievement suggest.also that the best predictor of

test scores among Western European countries is the family and home back,

ground of the child (Walker 1975). This generalization, is true not only

: -

across subjects, but. it is also true awns the age groups that were sampled,

10 year oys, 14 year olds, and students in the final year.of secondary

school. As one might expect, the statistical relation between achievement

and family background is smaller among the studentseqn the final year of

secondary_ school where: "Most of those from the lower socioeconomic groups

have dropped out-unless they were especially competent. Thus, the selection

has operated both to reduce the'range of socioeconomic status and to leave
a

in school a nonrepresentative fraction of children from the lower socioeconomic

31



strata (Thorndike 1975:98).

With respe4 to-the relation between sex and achievement, *men were
,

found to do more poorly in science (Wjker 1976:98-100)-and fnmathematici

(Huhn 1967, Vol. II 233-250), and in'cogitive civic achieVement (Walker

1975:229). "But, females appeared to'be consistently stronger than males

in literature achieVement'Snd 9Lightlydeuperior in-readfng comprehension

Walker 1975: 229),. This mixed patterrfsuggests a differegt relationship

between educational achievement' and educatiOnal.partfCipation between the

sexes than among representatives of different social classes where persons

from lower social origins show both 1oWer achievement and,a,lower likelihood

.

of reaching secondary school or the postiecondary-level..

(4). Equalitv.of Educational Effects on:Life Chances
r'

The fourth standard that might be used to assess equality of educa-

tional opportunity is its effect on the lifekchances of persons from

different social origins. The most complete application of this standard'

would,be.that ii:exists.When the educational system intervenes in the social

system in Such a way-that-there_is no syitematic relatIon between-a persOn's

social origins (of iex) and his or her ultimate social attainments. That
(

t

is, the.educational system would compensate for differences, in parental. 4

wealth, income, education, political power, social connections, culture,

and so on so that theSe factors wouldnot,influence the chancesOf attaining
.

particular level of wealth, income, education, political power, and social
-

connections for adult offspring. In the important work,by Rawls (1971),

this is, called the principle of redreis for nundeservedninequalities such

that:

32



Order to treat all persons equally to provide
genuinekequality ofoppOrtunity, society must give more
attention to those with wer nativeaseets and to:those
born intothe less favoi social positions. The idea.
is toredresi-the.bieso ontingencies in the direction
of:equality.:1! :(100-7101".)-

Of courie, education could have an equalizing effect: n life outcomes
.

4 11;

without complete randomization between the social origins of parent's and -A'

the adult attainments of offspring. If thertexistence of the'edhcational

system were to reduce the link between:the status of parents and the

ultimate-attainments of their children, the equalization'effect would.be

present; although its ability to overcome the other sources ofunequal

opportunity would obviously depend upon its strength:ratherthan its'-mere..

existence.° Finally, education would have a reinforcing or even an

exacerbating effect on life-chances if it simply served to reproduce the

class structure from parent to child in each geneTation.. .In this case,

education would not only fail to offset the inequalities of birth, but it

,would function on the-basis of those inequalities along with.other_
. agencies...

of class.transmission such as the family (Kohn. 19691 Bowles and Gintis 1976;

Althusser 1911).

On the basis of what information we do have, it appears reasonable

to conclude that the overall thrust of the educational systems in Wettern

Europe is not to break the tie between birth and life chances. The evidence

for this is that on the average persons from lower social class- baCkgrounds

receive fewer years of schooling; schooling of lower quality;:and poorer
. ,

educational results for each year of schooling that is undertaken.. Moreov..

they Eire likely-to be studying in less prestigious and remunerative career:.

if they reach the higher educational level, and they lack the social and

33
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political connections to obtain the better `jobs in aset ofcountkietifthere

the problem of unemgloyment and underemployment Of graduatN A beedildgs
_

more AO more serious as a result of prodigious expansion of secondary..

and. hither education: Let us ;consider each of these in turn.

As we docuidnftd previous-iection, childrenfrom more advantaged,

families aremorelikely'to complete secondary and enter the Higher t!"

:educational level. In some cases the differential probaiiilitieS between

children from workeri'faMilies and those from professional families

reachietk=higher educational atiainmenti'is.greaterthan 25:1, and it is
. .

..

probably not less thin 3:1, even co idering iiprovement since the period
.

.

Of data which have presented. fidt, it may be that more nearly

.
.:. : .

.
. . .

.

,

current data will not change the'picture. For exaMple,a recent Swedish

statistical report that analyzes the'participation'of students in higher

education according td-the-occupation of fathers has found that the

..proportion of childrenf-rcmrworIcers' families in Swedish higher education'

rose.pnly. until 1969 -70.w

year for which data were

rivaIly no:change.through:1972-73, the last .

rted (Ministry of Education; Sweden 1976:24)..

)
Second, much Wthe-7--,:l. nsion of hi6hereducation'that has absorbed.

the student from lower social class Origins has been that of the:short-cycle

higher education which has been partially comparableto the community college

of the.U.S. (OECD, Short-Cycle Higher Education, 1973):5 BoL-admiasion

procedures and other factors will likely continue to promote this course

of studies as the version of hi/her education that is allotted to the
-4

lower class student for giving him other a "chance" atthe higher level'

(Pellegr40.974; 80-81; Bowles 1974; Karaber 1972; Clatk '1960) .
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Interestingly, this is a much cheaper solution to.the problem of

education for lower social class youth, for not only would-they undertake

fewer years of study in the short-cycle, but'the publid cost is about one-
.

third to one=half as much as. the University for each student-year (OECD,'

Short-Cycle Higher 'Education 1973: 403).

Even when lower social class youth are able to gain access to the

. _
.universities, theyare likely to be in the less selective institutions and

in the less selective arierprestigious:Iields Ofstudies.(Pellegrin 974: 81).6

Forexample, whileabout 25 percent of male students in Swedish higher.

. .

education in 1972 -7.3 came frotn workers' families and 15 percent came from

families where, the father had an acadeMic degree, the.percentageof working

class males studying raw and medicine were 4.4 Arcent and 1.5 percent

respectively with comparable figures for the firmer social class group of

7.7 percent and 7.3, peicent, respectively (Minbtry of Education, Sweden

,

1976: 24 & 39). We should bear in mind' that Sweden appears to have the

mqst egalitarian educational system in Western Edrope,so that data for
- s

other countries wouia probably show considerably more disparate:participa-!'

tion by7-soci class.

It is also interesting to =note the rEiiiii-0"ne4" universities to

serve working class youth such as. the Open University in Great Britain.

'While much, can be said about the interesting and innovative approaches

represented by suchnon-traditiohal'alternatives, it is also clear that

their clienfele.arthose who,would not be selected or could not participate

.in the more prestigious universities. Moreover, a principle advantage of .

them-is-said to be their relatively low cost per unit of instruction, a



- factor which only seemsto

clasi university enrollees

CaMbridge,.and some of the
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be'important:for institutions that servelower

rather than one. which looms large at Oxford,

red-bricks which serve a much more advantaged

clientele (LUmiden and Ritchie 1975).

Further, there exiss uncontested evidence of-poorer-measured

cognitive achievement for each year of study for ehildren.from loWer-social

class origins, and this factor also has,.operated to prevent such students

from enrolling in the More.prestigious=institutions or courses of study

(Pellegrim1974). Finally, to labor markets-that-are becoming flooded with

secondary and university graduates as a result of the recent

o dyouth from more disadvantaged backgrounds are severely handicappedii find-,

ing employment comparable with their more advantaged Counterpar#. Average

annual growth rates of enrollment in higher education have been inthe..5-12

percent range in Western. Europe, while economic growth'rates have been less

than half of these (OECD, Educational Statis ics Yearbook, Vol 1.1974:32),.

The present reforms in secondary education gua antee a continued expansion
v ;

-ot higher education that will vastly exceed the economic'growth:rates for

the foreseeable. future. While good data are lacking on.this problem for

recent years, there is.widespread agreement that unemployment and underemploy-

ment of educated persons is a.very serious problem and.will probably become

even more aggraNiated in the future (International' LaboUr Organisation. 19.76:

50-52)., west ..uropaan

Unfortunately, good information on thisphenomenonarenotyetnr
"..7e1:

'available because of the' recency of the educational expansion and perhaps

because governments have little zeal for revealing the details of a rather

somber situation, Although adme.data are beginning to emerge (I1.019,6:
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50-52; Levy-Garboua 1975; Esnault andae Pas 1974). 'But what is important

i; that in the race for jobs, the graduatei from the lower social-classes

are likely to do even more poorly thanthe average _graduate.. Not only are

such students, likely to be leis-well prepared, .to be found inless,-.7Tii.,

. "

prestigious fields, and to receive their training in less prestigious

institiitions4,sbut. they also will have'fewer.family resources and connections

7tarebtaaini-good jobs. -This situation 'is .becoming. increasingly common in

the United States as well (Thurow 1975), where it has been argued that

-
persons from lower social classes systematically.lack-access to those labor

. I

markets that provide the-highir'paying and prest us jobs (Gordon 1972;

GOrdon,Reich'indsEdwards 1973; Carnoy and Carter 74).. Finally, the
_ . .

.

advent of higher educational participation-for the less advantaged yoisth:.

is coming-at a. rather- late stage-PhisteirfciatUyAntitheitsystingihtteducati

"

clevelopment where-the increasing-1mm .k.V.-ofqtrisdUltaiLhavVItietaillis-tsbtisd b'
c

,
.

down the return to.higher education relative:to what-it,had!been.inits,

More elite period (ka Freeman 1976; CS yJ97.1..)...

Summary of the Four Standards

Whether we use the standard of equality of educationaraccess,.
.. 4

educational participation, educatidnal, fesults, Or-eddcationally-induced

.life chances, -it does not appear that the Operation of the: educational

systems of Western Europe meet any of the standards. To a large exte;It it

appears-that the educational treatments and results for western-European

71'\.youth mirrorthe-initthl differences in thei7! social class origins as well

/

.as sex-differences. But, one other.questiovIght come to mind. Even if

education has not seemed to alter the relative positions of :persons withir.



. .

.. the educational,- occupational, and incdie distributions., perhaps the.

.

.distributions themselves are no more equal'as &result of the educational
le

.system. That is, even if the offsprihg of working class 'families ate-rapt

as well off as the from professional families, perhaps the dIffereneei

between the two groups have diminished.

"'

ThereiS little doubt that the distribution of education.has bec

more nearly equal.throughout'Western Europe. Analysis of.4the,distribution

of educatiop,,,by age.Cohort, shows a universal trend *wards increasitig -.

equalitk for virtually-all Countries Motwal 1975). But, there seems to

he./ittle-relation between the increasing equality of educational atta'inMents

(in nominal years of schoolineNwithe distribution of income .: comparative

studies of the distribution of income in Western Europe have found evidence

of rising inequalitiesOttelative stability of theAncoMelitrib

. .

With no 'tendency towardalriater equality (lain 1975). This a00 arli to be
./..--,----='

,

.trne whether oneasesSUch summary Measurea:of the income distribution as
., . ...
:.:.,-.. 6. . t . ,

the gins coefficient or whether One examines the share of incowereceived .

By .the richest and pootest segnr."-ZitsiSot the population as long as,f:Similar
-

Sampling apigaches areUtilized.
7

One migt.0Si add that..thes4iMe're%Ults-.

k

haire .been: foUnd- or he 'United States (ThuroW 1575)
4 . ^

III.TERPRETAiI0k AND CONSEQUENCES

-
In this section, I would like.td:present a short..-,, .

these results-andsoble future consequences. Such an exercise ust

interp etation of

necessarily be speculative, but I believe that an increasing body ofcevidence.
,

and analysis supports this particular interpretati n.. Theretere:at least

two explanations for,the fact that "destate-the exlJstence of official

:



POliciei of equal e ucationgl:opiioitunity by western European nations, the.

I
.:

actual results are quite the opposite.'.0neexplahation is that the
., .

.
.

gOvernMenta..and4OUCiators halve simply not foUnd,the appropriate. reforms or....'
, , ai

allowed the necessary time forthem.tá work. This is the typical optimistic

retponse:of the eLcatOr and-4is liberal supporters as-well as most .: .

':

-.gOvernmenil-sspOkesineU. It is a call for .more xalords, more educators, core
.

: '.'4":,, .

social science evaluators, and an ,unlferlyingo- lciaolbgy. thatLthe problem of ',,.;
t.:. ..,:, , !

,-
:obtaining equakeducational opportunity and greater social mobility.i

essentially s(..technical problem.:
0.

In=ontrast, it1iighte argued that the extent of social mobility

and inequality- are conditiOns that deriNie framtbe'bisic ,functioning"of'
. .

economic, political, and social institutions in capitalist or socialist
I

Y
:

'societies and d-partiCUtarly from the relations of production, and
.

, ';institutions of socialization tend to reprodUcethe requirements for
'A:.: 1,7 ,..

. .

maintainingthese institiknt.. In this case, it would be fuUCtionaI?fOr
^'

., ,
. . ..

the schoolsto reproduce the.inequalities of the!.larger society according
...,

...:

,.;-- ..

,

y,
: ...., -

,...4 to the initial class origins of. its members. Indeed; from this perspective

it is absurd to think of tbe'4tAte as a neutral observer that will:attempt
(,.

.

to counter the power of the dominant groups iPsociety to maintain their
e%

.
-.

a
Iown Oositions, for the state is in itself a creature of that oeiety and-

. .
.

its ruling classes Oiltband 1969; Poulantzas 1973).. It is ln this latter

context that I believe that we can best view the functibns of schooling in ..

Europe (Baudelot and Estabiet 1971)av' it is increasingly being viewed in

the United States as well (Bowles and Gintis 1976; Carnoy and'Ievin 19767.

The basic problediC,.thatthe schools serve to reproduce labor fOr the

3



unequal relations 9'f- ,capitalist production,, and' thereis a basic contradiction.,
betclieen, funetiOte.anct that of increasing social mobility or equality.

. . , _

While this eXplenziiion.ii",set out in greater detail in recent works

(AlthcisSer 1971;'_BOudelot!.an'd .Eiitatile-t 19_71; Bowles aiid'Gintis 1976; Campy.'

and Levin 1976; Levin 19/4; tarnoy197:4; and Behn et a1;-; %forthcoming),

it Is only possibleto. present brief description,
. .

The e advent of universal. SChooling had its.originaln, the early
*phases of industrialism that- spread across the U.S..end most of Western

Europe.'starting at the beginning of the nineteenth century (Bowles and

Gintis11976) Prior to industrialism, most production toOk ;place the
,cthe small workshop, -or the farm, ..and.:.:preparation for work :took place..*...,....,. .

,,. 1 - .

through clerkshipS,.'aPprenticeships and other 'learning-by-doing, activities:, -,..; 5, .::
- ]... .. t: th...2- ,r'.::...'..1) -c..11 1: . .,.. ,..,BUt ;..the-liapersonal. and bureaucratic nature of large-sCale produCtion-.' ...

. lee ile, Op.,: `,grit' s f:a-dhy'the emerging factory systemrequired a new type of worker.repre
,

Essentia y, such a worker had to knOw how to:behay0 de=pertgalized
4,

,^hierarchy where he:pkirgoverned completely by the rules, regulations,
organizetion, andt-e

owners and

. .

1 reward structures set out hy:.:the -capitalist
°

(W bet 19%)...,The school arose in a fashion Much like'
the faCtorYwith its emphasis on rules, hierarchical relationships,

r
system of extrinsic rewards, high' degree of _discipline, and so on. in order
to -prepare wage-labor fora the expanding-systear of largescale capitalist
production and its need for a growing.'and socialized work force with;-

appropriate work behaviors. -;
.

.The Vest for profits and; mending capital, accumulatiOte required an
expanding work 'ce of docile, disciplined, ..and stiucturalIY.:alienated

".



F.

workers, anti the initiatOn:ot State-sponeored sOhodis.eMergedto satisfy

4

these needs. As a result,the-dociiI:relations of , "production" in

schdbling served to rerodu'oefihe's.d4a1
rela0

tions of-work.

It takes little imagination to see the correspondence between
des for school peadt0ance::and:wages for work performance;
see the alienation anebored6k of the:assembly. line:mirror

=the stifling environment ankbOredom 5f.1he educationp assembly
?' line; to see the competitionemonkituderits for grades pavaliel

.

/

,'. the competition among workers fdr Advancement; to see the
. teacher in theclassrooM impose'his arbitrary-Values do his'

Underlings. just as does the boss sin /-n the job (neitherlegitiMady. 3---1

of-authority resulting from ademecratic.election) (Levin 1979..
.

But, the schools reptesented not only 4.*incipal agency of socialization
.p .

for reproducing the social division of labor for capitalist productiOn.

They also began to represent the vehicle for social 'mobility holy- 1-1'

traditional to. industrial society,.from rural urban,lipiiety,fram the.

farm!..AR the.taCtory as exposre-t schooling opeed newbpportunit 4 foru n
..r-

4:
peisOns who were otherwise relegated to marginal agriculture. . Th.

'
..'

'.::Aspect was especially promoted bythe state in
n
assistingIthe capitalists

:.:::'
,.

,,. , .., ,,
to obtain an expanding.and appropriately trained work force through the

.

ti
! c . .,._ ,,_,.: .., *

initiation of state-sphooling and the advent of, compulsory
-..

attendance laws that wOuld'assure the. provision of a groWing pool of
?1;.

surplus labor with its 'depressing effect on'wage Posts. Indeed,.as we
.

. .

mentioned at the beginning of thispaper, the public'promotiOpof schoO1-

ing has always been advertised as.being aisociated.with Its rote.in

fostering social mobility... at well as the ideology that mobiliv:is

possible through the schooling:system:,

;Accordingly, two of the principal toles that have'been played'by.1;,'.

. e,
the educational syStems ofVestern EUroAbare.(1) the preperat1gn of an
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. expanding,disciplined and docile work force for filling the needs of

capitalist and particularly, monopoly-capitaliSt enterprises for wage-
.

labor.and (2). the vehicle for 'providing social mobility as well as for

inculcating the ideology that social mobility is possible!±thronth

diligence in educational endeavor. 'But, there is a bail5*ntradiction

between these.iWo roles since capitaliit production is based upon; the

existence of a work force consisting.of a pyramidal hierarchy of':

positions that differ substantially in income, prestige. and poWer.

The.vast majority of positions are at the bottoa':Of the productive.

enterprise, and there.is dnly limited mobility:asiong the.many;"mini&

-,ladders" of ocCupational.positions.that compose the larger'hiirai:&by

from the many alienated workers at the bdttom to the'relatively w'and

independent capitajist_panagers and owners at the top (Bravermanl 74;*

Marglin 1974)./.14Oreoyei, the schools., family, and other agencies :4f
,& L -

socializatioefor-mork'tend to reproduce the work structure on the basis

of the initial class structure of the previous geneiation as-evidenced

by the data that we have presented on schools as well as those on the

functions of families4(Kohn 1959; 1969; Kohn and Schooler 1960; Bowles

and Gintis 1976;. Carnoy and. Levin 1976).
. .

This means' that tffe.-only way that social mobility aspect is

compatible with the class reproduction aspect is when there is a constant

expansion of higher level occupational positions in the productive ... :

..!-. .

,---

structure. More specifically, the social mobility of educated.workers

depends crucially on the'expansion and growth of enterprises in order to

provide mote and better positions for educated workers. That is the key

r.
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to reconciling b9th the preparation of workers for highly unequal positions

in the productive work structure and its associated class hierarch i and

the provision of social nobility is ,a pattern of economic growth that is

able to provide increasing numbers of higher'and higher occupational

positions as larger and larger numbers of educated workers are produced

by theschipls.

In short, there is a rather delicate. relationship between the ability

toprepare persons for the existing hierarchical relations of capitglist,

production and to provide occupational positions commensurate with their
. .

levelsof education; ado the correspondenCe is only established at that

point where the expansion of the productive hierarchy is at least large

enough to absorb the numbers of educated persons that arecreated at each

edt.Vational level. In periods of very rapid economic growth, no contradiction

arises even if the occupational expansion exceeds the educational increases,

because firms will have an incentive to train and upgrade existing workers

and. labor-market entrants to fill needed positions. But, when the level of

economic groWth.is not adequate to absorb the increases in educated workers

at appropriate occupational levels, there is an obvious contradiction that

7-arises between the expectations of eddeated workers for social mobility and

the needs of the work place.

In general, the Western European countries experienced high levels of

.

economic growth during the post-World War II period"whib I bias abletO'absorb

rising enrollments. But, since the early seventies the rates of ea6h6mic-

Arowth have slowed, while post-secondary educational expansion has remained

high, although varying considerably from country tcYCountry (Cerych et al.,
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1974: i8-23). Even with relative declines in the size of the eligible.

population groups:

.

...there is littleto'indicate that'-the expansion will belets
than 4-6%, per annum, which means a further doubling,af.enroll-

meats within fhe next 12 to 18 years,..., and it must be
remembered...that practically. all past projections have
represented under- estimations... (Cerych et al.,:1974: 21),

It is highly dubious that rates of.econamic growthWIll'keep pace,

as a number:of factors in the early seventies have contributed to,what

appears to be A long run reduction in the historic.post -war growth rate,
8

As. Gorz has noted, the low growth rates are due largely to an over-

accumulation of Oapital'and a resulting.dectlinein the rate of. profit that

results from the #xisting saturation of home markets as well as the .1aok

\
of.basic technological breakthroughs that would stimulate'thewritingoff F

of past investment and.the replacement of existing capital (Gorz-1976:1).

Such a type of crisis of overaccumulation has been overcome in.
the past only by either destruction of capital, mainly through
war, or technical revolutions which, most of the time, were
also a side effect of war (p. 2).

But, he adds to this dilemma a new physical. limitation on growth, the

exhaustion of cheap mineral and eftergy.resources as well as the traditionally
r.

"free" resources such as air and water.

In the Test decade the cost of economic growth, both-direct and
indirect, has skyrocketed for physical, environmental reasons
which were totally unpredicted and unpredictable by neo-clatsical
economists. Amongst other things, industrial growth has run up
against a shortage of hitherto unlimited resources such as spa%e,
water, and air, and the willingness of people to acceot the
requirements of work in industry. To take a rather striking
example--in Europe,.the chemical industry in the Rhine Valley,
which as you know, is made up of three very large German chemical
corporations, has experienced the impossibility of farther local
growth unless it first built new cities to house n workers
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which would require the buying of .very expensive agricultural land;
and,. second, unless. it took drastic measures to control air and
water pollution since the Rhine.Water.is already. in such a state
that it can no longer be_made drinkable in its-.lower .portionwhich'
compelathe Netherlands to. import much of their drinking water by

. boat; from Norway. (Gorz l976t2).

Inaddition to these factors, investment of European capital is likely

to move increasitiglyto Asia, Latin America, and.Africa where tfiose

goveraments can still provide expanding labor supplies at subsistence wages.

In such countries as South Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines, and Brazil, the

,44

state has created a cheap and exploitable-labor. supply to attract foreign

investment. -Free trade unions. are forbidden,.and protective minimum wages,

social security benefits, and occupational safety standards do not exist

or exist'in name alonefts they are easily by-passed by various types of

"non- coverage" provisionsO-r by "gifts".to the appropriate governmental

officials. There are few restrictions. against despoilation of natural
!-

resources by foreign capital_as well. Finally, the safety of
- f

ments is guaranteed by totalitarian governments with strong internal

repression by the military and police, so'that investment risk is low while

profits are extraordinarily high.doc i

Thus, there are limits on the..future economic growth of thg:Western

European countries that will result in lowei secular growth rates for the,

foreseeable future, But, at the same-time the educational' expansion that

was generated by the reforms of secondary educationTin the sixties has
and level-of enrollments

spawned, a high rat, of growth /among the universities so that. the econami

.

system has not and will not be able to expand rapidly enough to absorb the

increasing supply of educated workers'. .Already, the relative and Absolute
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unemployment rates of university graduates seem to be rising.as such:

0.
persons are increasingly unable to find suitable pladeMents. For example,

as late as 1971 French. university gradua&sfaced:unemploymeni rates only

-
half as great as those'faced by holders of a terminal Baccalaurdat, 3.9

percent and 8.3 percent,reapectively (Levy .Carboda 1975:9).' But,inly2

the unemployment. rateroier:to,9peidentand 8.7 percent,: respectively, and

in 19747tbe rate of unemployment:for those,with:uniVersity degrees

actually exceeded slightly that of persons With.thi:AlaccalaUrdat, 8.5

percent to 8.7 percdnt,- respectively (Ibid.).

!
_

. It is the contradiction between the.'esintational expansion with its

expectat of an increasingly Oxidated:lab-Or force for jobs

.commensurate' with their tandatiOnal attainthent4,...ga:Oe
. inability of

Western126pOpean monopoly capitaliim and its-suppOrtive state bureaucracies

to. meet those expectations that will provide the basis for change;in both

the educational and the work seving. For as young educated workers find
. . ,

.

increasingly that their jobfexpectations are not likely to be satisfied,
.:.

,

they will not be integratedointo work structures as readily and in as
1

docile a manner as were their.predecessors,. H4her education tends to

inculcate skills, values, and_attitudes that corretpond:to the most
. *) : ,,.:

,

prestigiousqjobt in:the work hierarchy as well as,creating expectations

of having the high status, income, independence and mobility that such jobi
; .. .
.

. .
.

.
.

. ..,..._

afford. In-contrast,
, young university graduates will find.themselvas

. ,

competing with relatively less-edudated workers for jobs of lower prestige

and income that allow only limited mobiltty and that are characterized by a

much greater tendency towards routinized work.

4 4'
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place will be the increasing disaffection of youth towards both work and'

The symptoms of this contradiction between the schools-and the

society and rampant social instability as the expectations created by;the

system of socialization are dashed by the distasteful realities of the

. .

b .

available opportunities.' Frustrations and dissatisfaction that will ensue

will manifest themselves .creasingly into disruptions of production and

lower productivity. Examples o£ these are likely ta,be further deterlora-
.

tion in the quality of workmanship so that quality control will become a

more serious problem. In addition, we are likely to see rising incidences

of absenteeism, employee turnover, and alcohOland drug usage on the job

as well as increasing work stoppages created by wildcat strikes and

employee sabotage. These problems-are already evident, in Western. Europe
and-1974a

. .

(David Jenkins 1970 and they.have beCome significant enough in the U.S.

that the national government has issued its-own report on the stibject (U.S.

Department of Health,. Education, and Welfare 1973:Chaps. 2.and'3).'-

ln.Short, the increasing disjuncture between the values and:expeCte

tions of the educated workerand:ihe realities of the work place will

create what Gintis (1475)has called.a new working class of revolutionary

youth, an educated proletariat. goreover; the magnitude of the contradiction

and its effects is likely to move beyond the work place to the schools and

possibly the streets and other institutions in the forth of a sequel to the

strikes of 190,, at least in countries like France and GerMany where the

contradictions will be most exacerbated. The timing and extent of the

crisis will depend on the ability ,of the state and capitalist employers

. to mediate the contradiction. by altering both education and work.to bring
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r
.

,them once.againinto correspondence. These'lneinae attempts tp change the

normal l-patterns of educational develvpmernt and to reduce expect tions of

high occupational status and mobility for educated workers by a tering the

organization of work. Specific reforms-or proposed reforms include the

followidt:

ay. Increasing the Selectivity of Universities-7There.hi.been a progressiv

:':introduction 'of restricted entrance into the universities in such countriesJr

as GetOanYoyrance and the Scandinavian nations where the most prestigious

fields:af..-stiidy-are restricted to studenti who:_Meet specific study or

examination reqUirements (Pelle grin 1974:86). It is likely that these types

of admfssion strictures will increase in order to.discoura e students from

-applying as well as to reduce the numbeks who might/otherwise be eligible

to attend. In addition, we are likely to see increases in drop-outor'

..i-twastage-rates as pressures are put on the,unkversit5ifaculpiegt60901-outl!

higher numbers of enrollees. This phenomenon een historically

associated with those institutions of higher:-educatiod;thet are lees-
-

'selective at entry (OECD, Development of Higher Education 195047:A.04z

VI).

!-(2)..Absorbing Increases Through Alternative Higher Education--Thece wil
sgr rs,

vsan-tit:creasing move towards absorbing the enrollments of the "new entrants
.4

Wagh-10Wer cost and less prestigtous alternatilies such as Open UniVersities

that-use 'correspondence, radio, and televidion courses; a-renewed emphasis

pn.Ahe.sbort-cycle higher education course and-development of community

;'s--'6;11eetypes of institutions as they exist in the U.S. and U.K.; and.

caliiia4st.on of the non-prestigious fields of study relative to the more

4.8



prestigious ones: These developments will have the effect of further

developing a system `of social stratification within higher education which

will identify the. marketability of students according to a refined

crededtialism. Since the lower status student will be more likely to be

found in the lower cost and lower tatut alternatives (Pelegrin 1974a:.32),

this development will tend to e able.employers:to discriMicateAn favor of

students from higher adtio-economic origins on the basis of an educational

credential withehe tacit defense that the credential is related to

productivity (ArrOw 1973; Spence 1973; Karabel .1972; Bow q1,0.,1974). Thus/

edutated unemployment and underemployment will be more tvereamong4raduates

from lower social class origins than-from higher'ones.

(3) Developing an Alternative Educational PatternThere will be strong

attempts to change the traditional educational pattern by developing systems

ofbrecurrent education where students will be encouraged tnleave.secondary

schooling or higher education to return at some fUture time as they devel

netT educational needs (Mushkin 1074: E. Faure, et al., 1972)". This of fort

will be aimed atreducing thepresent high social demand for education b

breaking the traditional educational cycle. Of course, the relitive lack

of productive work for youngpersons who leave the educiti.Onal a5istem will

tend to work against..thqr.taking the. recurrent educational,approach
0 . ,,,

'seriously. Uowever, it might also be expected that'perSoneln the labor

force. who undertake recurrent education to obtain new skilWwill open up
It

positioris for job entrants during the, duration of their schooling. In

conjunction, with this latter possibility, there is.increasing provisiqn in

Western Europe for creating educational sabbaticals that 0OUld permit:



workers to leave for a specified period of time_tn_study-Art3prvernmint-----

expense-generally through the support of a payroll tax (H. A..Levine:.

1974). This device would also emphasize recurrent education while

increasing labor`market opportunities for new entrants.

(4) Emphasizing Career Education--As in the United States thee is'an
4

emerging trend to consider
. the educational system in the context of

"career education," an attempt to integrate schooling more closely'with

the Workplace.(crubb and Lazerson 1975.;. Esnault and Le Pas 1974:165-169).

Such an.approach would attempttq integrate more closely.the worl4SOf
,

education and work by increasing career gnidance on the nature and

attributes of existing job positions; increasing the career content, of
. .

curricula; interspersing periods of work and schooling as part of the

regular educational,cyele; and providing a more "realistic understanding

of the nature -of work and available'oppOrtunities. Obviously, an impor-

tant aspect of this.approach is to reduce the "unrealistically high"

expectations for,high-level careers and to 'guide students into pteparing

for the more attainable lower-preStige' ones. Already, the Frenchgovern-

ment has announced a-university reform which would increase the influence

;of the business Community on.the curriculum and policy of the university

in 'order to ,improve its;' career

All four of cheseeducational reforms would tend to
1110.;

redUce the

pressure on the workplace for better jobs, while further stratifying the

students in.higher education in'order to improve the credentialism of the

higher edUcationalsystemaccOrding to social class. A variety of reforms

in the workplace are also being initiated in order to mediate the con-
.

iradiction between education and work. The three general categories include:
I

.":1;0,
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(1) Changing the Organization of Work--Throughout Europe there are

increasing attempts to decrease worker turnover, absenteeisi, and product

quality prolems that are emerging, by altering the organization of the

work place. -In general, these changes emphasize an increasing4roli for

worker participation at either. the level of the governing board.

(Ritbesiimmung) or at the shop floor. (OECD, Workers' Participation 1976;

OECD, Work-in a Changing:Industrial Society 1974; Jenkins 1974). It is 4

expected that such reformswould.increase the loyalty of workers to the

firm by expanding their direct participation or representation in.decisid4,-

making as well as by emphasizing their allegiance to fellow workers through A.

the use 'of Work teams (Blumberg 1968). There is,also an increasing

orientation towards'horizontal mobility rather than vertical mobility

within the firm. Thus, the educational sabbatical approach that-was

referred to previously does .not necessarily prepare persons for higher

positions, but it can be interpreted as a job benefit'in itself that gives

the worker time away from the work place to pursue his own interests. In

the long run we will see increasing attempts teflatten the work hierarchy

with emphasis on horizontal'differences in work roles and-work,rotation,

although the success'of such changes will depend obviously on the ability

Of the enterprises to maintain worker` discipline and production. when the

possibilities of upward mobility are reduced in favor of the new organiza-.

tion of increased horizontal mobility (Marglin 1974).

(2) Increasing the Prestige of Blue-Collar Work-4' second alteration on

the work-side of the relationship is the attempt to reduce the Social.
to

emphasis on white-collar positions and/raise the social prestige of blue-
,

-51
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`collar-ones, this is succed0Pi it ,is eXPectedl-that many students.'who
, . .

MightOtherwise have:sOught.uniVersity educationi will be content with

secondary completioo and short-cycle higher education or will Ogrk.itave
,

.

secondary ,sch661,4iith,Vocational.preparation. Already in .France :there is .a.

publiC Media :Zampaign to..raise .the 'status of ::h14e ,ccl lar worker
.

, .
, .

ins t,hat he -has ,a craft atilWroduces 'real" things that are important to
.k.

. -,'?p,, .
.

-. ..-siydiety rather than just dealing with papei.
'.(' .

-
t ; : .*

(3) 'A Providing Public .14;i-47ihally, attempts are likely to be made to
,a,.., ...

provide increasinehumbers of
.

joga 1i the public sector for the educated-.

unemploye& This. is a Strategy that 'has worked historically as much of the

increase in educated labor was absorbed by the public bureaucracies. But,

40
,

it is also an app roach that is dependent upon rapid economic*?.growtk in order

to obtain the public tax revenues that will support such government

expansion. With slow economic growth the increases in revenues_ of tifik,

- important value -added tax as well as other'sales And'excise taxes will not

. proVide rapidly increasing yields, and it will be. difficult to.raide.:taxeS

from other' sources such as income Tar the expansion of social. Services which

will provide the additional jobs. Accordingly, the expansion of the public,

sector to absorb the increases in educated persons will'aito face

barriers.
,

The success. of .these changes in eduC4ion'and. Work to mediate the
:

:basic contradictionlietween the, two major functions of the'schoold in -

stern Europe-4n provide. a :trained work force for capitalist -production

well as a means of social mobilityL-are.diffitult to_ascertain. Even

they are partially succeSsfu4 theyyare not likelytO avoid rising cla
4

/ 7
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consciousness Withi*;;Oe:eicPiLnding'eduCati.dAiroIetiriai::.i.faCtor which.
. . . .

will have its" own consequenes.' Bub; 1109.1mi4alLjt 1.s :clear that there

are limits to the use of the edUcatidnalliY*tekinprovide.social mobility.

and equality, andtheie limits are embedded in the structures
°

societies rather thah in the lack of' educational ieio '(Carnoy'and Levin

1976). Without a movement totiOrds.greater equality:irf.4che economic sphere

'; arid: it "s ,elated politi,dal 'and;:sncial,arenai,-:we are not likely to :See an

imprOVeMent in social mobility Western; Eufoie.:
, . .



'Footnotes

`./-1.,

Of course, even' when tile same standards and data are used, there

appear to be strong idologica/ factors dominating thenterpretation
-

of whether there. is..a high. or low degree ofiequality of optiOr. tuait'y

and Whet is the.. appropriate 'Method of analYsie: ComPart, .for example,

the commentaries of Liphet (1972) and :S .11.1111I1*;(1r5Y
.

. .%
.

fOtme 1U/tusk. (1976) and Boudon 11976 oii the.p,attet,-,'

one:

. 1. think that it is generallyacoepted 'that the schopls,Pf- Forking ,class
.

. .

c youngsters tend to be much -.less supportive than those of student-a from

r .

higher class origins: "...An insider 's .view of such class orientations is.
- .

ref Lected.,:iiil,it ter to a Teacher written ..bY handful -of Italian youth

from peasant'families in the region .of Tuscany. They begin their-
.

letter with the simple, eloquent, and poignant. words:, "You t.

iemeeibei or my name. You'Have flunked so .therry of us On the other
. .

.hand Lhave -Of ten had thoughtS aboUt,-yOu .an& the 'other teathert,

about that inititutioeu which you call "school" 'and. about the)iids, that

you flunk. You flunk us right out into the ,filelds and factories- 'and
.

there yOu forget us." .(SChoolboys of Barbiana 1971: 3).. ,-

.. Some detail on the structure and changing natureof secondary educar
. .

. .
.

. . ..
tion in'Weatern -Europe is. found in 'OECD, DeVelopMent.-of Seciundary,

Education; Trends Implications (1969):',.
- .

ThiS'yepresents an intereSting bit :support %,for the views tfiat

pe4iiaiiiieS:id:th14 the educational aye teta fseei teflect mach more

the
. .

-

inequalities "%Of the societies in 1r0 ,embedded than
' ,

-they do the formal
characteriatics.oftrtheoednCition'al system such as



(2)

. ;

whether it is selective or comprehensive in participation. dupare

this finding with the4redytions of Boudon (1973), Bowles and
4

° Gintis (1976) and Carnoy ape Levl.n (1976).

I

; .

5: Short-cycle igher education is directly.comparable withOle

vocationally-oriented curricula in the community colleges of the H.S.

It differsAn one very,, important respect; in that it does not prepare

a itudent to ?transfer :to ,the University after two years of studies

as does t,he'donsaunity College. However, there has been discussion

of moving towards the COmmunity College model more fully by using it

to set out a course of basic academic studies as well.as appliedC , .

career-studies (OBCD, Short-Cycle higher Education, 1973).

6. EvibAlne of differences in pecuniary return to schooling of different

quality is foul for the United States in a number of studies (Alwin

1976rAolmcin and Wachtel 1975; and G. Psacharopoulos 1975:Chap. 4).
?..

Differences in returns to type,of education ancrto education within

Occupation for a Swedish sample'of

70-76. 3

men are found in I. Fligerlind (1975):

47. A good,:overview of.problems'in the measurement and analysis of the

distribution of income is found in A.B. Atkinson (1975) and A.K. Sen

(1473)..

8. Of course, even if the Post-secondAry, expansion does not exceed the

groWth of GNP; the disparity between the nature of .jobs and job

entrants remains as 19ng as there are initial. compositional differences.
. ,

between the two. For example, if in 1970.a Western European country ,

a,



,

t1 -' .

AP

,

,8 0 :
had.an:occupational'aMtribution that required university graduates

"
. .

.

..
A

41!.

torliftpen percent of its jobs; but tw4htyreive p&cent.of dult labor
.

., , s

force were university graduate, then the disparity betaeh jobsnd

ti

(64) a

education will continue- to exist even if GNP an thealumber'of
4.

college graduates grow at the salivate: -I ampa'rguing that not only

is there an initial excess of educated persons relative to appropriate

'jobs, but that.for many countries in.Western Europe the increases in

educated personswill:also exceed the increases in the development of

appropriate jobs.

'In the Unite&States theunemployment rates for college graduates is

. lower than that for secondarrschool graduates as the former have

tended to increasingly replace the latter in the. occupational structure

(Berg 1970; Milner. 1972; Thurow 1975; Freeman.1976). But in WeStern

Europe a university graduate has a social position to maintain that-

does not enable him to easily accept a jk3b as a.clerk, titer, or

operative.. Indeed, to obtain such a job may.jeopardize his:future

options for appropriate.positiOnsit the university graduate level.

Accordingly,the European university graduate who is not able to

<f
obtain a "proper" position is more. likely tossit in the Cafe.while

=11

engaged in politiea and intellectual discussions than to waiton

tables in the cafe as do many of his American counterparts.,

One important assumption ;hat I ammakiog is that the present dis-

_.junctur*bettieful.the.rumberefgracluat.esandjobqjs not a cyclical

phenomenon, but a secular one. This assumption is-based partly upon

my projection of lower economic growth rates for the.foreSeeable

so.

4



(4)

future and partly upon my presumption that growth rates in European

,t ,

post-secondary enrollments will continue in Spite of highlevels-of

'

'unemplOyment and increasing underemployment of graduates. The latter,

vresumptf4in..based upon-the relatively high social' prestige of

J
higher education in Europe Asvell-as,th emergence of job. competition4

.

where_tho'se with more education will increasingly accept positions

that require less education and displace the loWer educated. Under

sucha "job- queue" Phenomenon, the private rates of return to invest-
.

ment in htgher education may remain bigheor increase as.the opportunity

cost represented by'the.returns to a secondary schodl diploma diminish

in relative terms (Thurow- 1975).

Freeman (1975) argues that the:"overeducatio0 phenomenon in the-

United States is also atecular phenomenon that will improve somewhiti

in-the nineteen eighties but will never, return to the.situation

.experienced in the sixties. Finally, while demographic trends and

recession certainly explain part of tie recent excess of educated

labor in Western Europe and conditions may improve in the short-run,

I am referring to a secular and#struciural problem rather than 'one

that has been C&ated only by cyclical phenomena.

I
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